Let X denote the cartesian product of based spaces, X = XiX • • • XX», and A =Xi\/ ■ • ■ \/Xn, the subspace consisting of their one-point union. Further, let g'.A->Fbe a map, for Y any based space. This article develops a criterion for the extendibility of g to a map G:X-*Y. The criterion is in terms of higher products which live in the Pontryagin ring of ÜY, the loop space of Y.
set of ip, q) -shuffles, p-\-q = n. If iAp, Bq) is such a shuffle, then ViAp, Bq):KpXKq->Kn is the homeomorphism given by ViAp, Bq) = a~1 o dp where a is the homeomorphism of Rn to itself determined by the action of iAv, Bq) on the coordinates.
For pictures of Kn, as well as further information about the Kn's, see [3] . Definition 1. Let G be an associative 77-space and Zi, -• • , Zn be pointed spaces. For each i, let/,:Z¿-*G be a map. Then a C"-form for the fi's consists of a system of maps /(t' Remarks.
Observe that a C2-form for two maps/i and/2 is just a homotopy between the product maps /i-/2 and /j-/i. For further intuition into C-commutativity, the reader is referred to p. 193 of [7] . In that paper is defined the notion of C"-space: An associative 77-space is a C"-space provided that there is a C"-form for the maps Remark A. Although the corollary may seem rather unwieldy, in practice there is always a good candidate for the <p" namely the evaluation map ei'.SQXi->J;. For this choice, the maps /, are just the looped maps ßg,-: ßX<-»fiF. In a future paper, the author will construct (/i, • • • ,/") and examine its relationship to [fi, • • • ,/"] and to the higher homology commutator products discussed below.
2. In order to transfer our situation to homology groups wherein calculations can be carried out, it is necessary to introduce the homology version of higher homotopy commutativity.
Let G be an associative iï-space. Remark 7. From an examination of the proof of Proposition 5, we see that if g extends to the cartesian product, then 0 is actually an element of the subset 5 of (di, • ■ • , an) consisting of those higher product elements whose defining systems are made up of elements which possibly might be obtained as images of maps f(ii, ■ ■ ■ , ip)#.
The next section gives an illustration of how this criterion may be applied to a particular extension problem.
3. Denote by G",k the complex Grassmann manifold of A-planes in complex (A +»)-space.
Given an integer A, consider the inclusion i'-Gk,kEG%k-i, 3fc_i. Let a map g'.Gk,k\/Gk,k\/Gk,k -> G3t_i,3t_i be defined to be i on each component. Let j'.Gue-i, u-iEGu.n be the inclusion. Then it is well known that jg can be extended to map Gk,kXGk,kXGk,k into Gík¡n (this is the way the multiplication is defined to make B U, the classifying space for the infinite unitary group, into an FPspace). Here it will be shown that this is the best possible dimension, i.e. that g itself does not extend.
To recreate the situation of Theorem 6, let F = G3*_i, 3*-i, Xi = Gk,k, Zi = S2k~1, and <p,-:S2*-»A7",-represent a generator of ir2k(Gk¡k), for î = 1, 2, 3. Thus in this case, each /,-represents a generator of Ts*-i(ßF). We choose each ctiEH*(S2k~1) to be the generator in dimension 2k -1, thus ai =fit(cti) is known to be (A -1)! times the generator of Pf2*-i(ßF). In order to compute the higher product set (di, a2, a3), we need a good chain complex at hand to give the homology of OF. The cobar construction fills the bill.
Recall that the ring structure of H*(Gi,m) is obtained by taking the graded ring of formal power series V on generators <n, • • • , om, dim(o-i) =2i, and adding the relations <r, = 0, i>l, defined as follows. Set o-= l+o-i+ • • • +<rm, let <r be the formal inverse of <r in V, and then let <?,-be the component of â of degree 2i.
The cobar construction for P*(ñF) is begun by forming the tensor algebra on generators \u\ in dimensions one lower than the generators {t} of P/*(F). The differential operator, d, is defined as follows. k) ) as an element of (öi, 02, a»). The relation ¿ik = 0 implies that this element is not a boundary. According to Remark 6, we need only consider elements of (öi, a2, a3) which arise from maps K2XS2k~lXS2k~l^>ttY.
But any such element differs from t by a multiple of the element (A -1)! (2k -l)l-(u(k)u(2k)+u(2k)u(k)), and again, the relation efik = 0
implies that no such element is a boundary. Hence g does not extend to the cartesian product.
